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Abstract-An operations research approach to planning an advertising campaign of goods and 
services is employed to demonstrate the expediency of the use and the power of applied mathematics 
tools in solving business and trade problems. It is shown that under certain natural assumptions, 
the considered planning problem can be formulated as an optimization one, namely, as a nonlinear 
programming problem with linear constraints in which the constraints represent relations of the 
balance type on expenditures associated with the campaign, whereas the goal function is the mean 
value of a number of potential consumem that will buy the advertised goods and services ss a result 
of the campaign and is calculated in accordance with statistical regularities reflecting the consumers’ 
behaviour. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reaerved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that a demand for goods and services is considered as an index that has not yet 
been studied deeply enough, and, in particular, regularities describing how the demand depends 
on advertising campaigns have not yet been formalized and analyzed to the extent sufficient 
for a serious numerical analysis of the campaign effectiveness. At the same time, there exist 
quite powerful applied mathematics tools that have proved their potential for detecting and 
analyzing regularities of functioning of complex systems, including those in which developing 
even hypothetical suppositions on the systems behaviour is difficult because of the presence of a 
human being there whose activity is sometimes hard to formalize. So an attempt to employ these 
tools for studying advertising campaigns, which are viewed as an important leverage affecting 
the demand level, and, in particular, the demand arising mechanism, which, in fact, determines 
the effectiveness of expenditures associated with providing goods and services for the consumers, 
seems expedient. 
Although the necessity of employing mathematical methods in planning and analyzing adver- 
tising campaigns has already become obvious and has been recognized by a majority of specialists 
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in design and conducting such campaigns, there exist certain views on the impossibility of using 
quantitative (mathematical) methods in this field in principle. Less radical judgments on the 
matter are also present; namely, some specialists believe that such methods can, in principle, be 
used in- practice, but they must be accessible for understanding to advertising specialists who 
sometimes have no special mathematical background and even to those who do not have any 
mathematical background at all as, otherwise, employing these methods is doomed to fail be 
cause of strong resistance and counteraction from those advertising specialists to whom these 
methods are addressed. 
The obvious contradiction between the desire to make a numerical estimation of rather com- 
plicated features of advertising campaigns and the request to use mathematical tools not going 
beyond, say, arithmetics, to this end motivates the appearance of two major questions: 
(a) What kind of mathematical tools-arithmetic, linear algebra, differential equations, etc.- 
should be used for studying and analyzing regularities of advertising campaigns in order 
to get the picture reflecting the processes under consideration adequately enough? 
(b) What indices and regularities of advertising campaigns could be described with the use 
of only arithmetic, and to what extent such descriptions could be considered adequate to 
processes associated with the campaign? 
In this article, we try to discuss both questions and come up with certain approaches to 
answering them. In particular, we show that mathematical tools that go far beyond simple 
arithmetic are involved in solving problems associated with answering the first question, whereas 
certain quantitative estimations of the advertising campaign effectiveness can be made using 
indices that are calculated on the ground of only simple arithmetic formulae. It is implied that 
in solving problems associated with both questions, all the necessary data is either available from 
questionnaires to be designed, distributed, and collected in the course of corresponding actions 
and experiments conducted prior to the campaign or assigned by corresponding experts. 
2. EFFECTIVENESS OF ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS: 
CONCEPTS AND APPROACHES TO ESTIMATION 
In this section, we discuss three concepts of the advertising campaign effectiveness-economic, 
psychological, and social-which seem logically natural and at least should be of interest to those 
who design or (and) conduct the campaigns. 
The concept of economic effectiveness of an advertising campaign is usually associated with 
an increment (or decrement) of the revenue raised from selling goods and services on account 
of advertising actions conducted in the framework of the campaign although such an increment 
(decrement) obviously depends on organizing the process of selling advertised goods and services 
rather than only on the campaign itself. So the estimation of the economic effectiveness of an 
advertising campaign that is based only on the revenue increment (decrement) evaluation may 
not reflect the degree of the campaign influence on the targeted population. 
The concept of psychological effectiveness of an advertising campaign is associated with the 
potential that the campaign has in terms of forming a desire of a perspective consumer to buy 
advertised goods and services regardless of his (her) current ability to buy them; the unability to 
buy desirable advertised goods and services usually reflects financial problems (lack of money) or 
organizational ones (lack of quality in providing selling services). It seems reasonable to admit 
that if an advertising campaign is effective economically, it is effective psychologically. 
The concept of social effectiveness of an advertising campaign is first and foremost associated 
with forming certain biases, habits, manners, and trust in particular types of advertising materials 
among the targeted population. Connections between the social effectiveness of an advertising 
campaign and the economic and psychological ones seem quite complicated as forming manners 
and trust is usually a long process requiring, possibly, several campaigns of the kind. In addition 
to that, although a desire to quantitatively estimate the social effectiveness of an advertising 
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campaign is natural, it is unclear at this time what indices may reasonably reflect such an 
effectiveness. 
In this article, we limit our considerations mostly to the economic effectiveness of an advertising 
campaign although certain attention is paid to its psychological effectiveness. As for the social 
effectiveness of an advertising campaign, its consideration lies beyond the scope of this article and 
is left to specialists in advertisement design, as well as to sociologists, until they come up with 
certain meaningful remarks serving as grounds for any formalization and further quantitative 
analysis of issues associated with social effectiveness of an advertising campaign. 
Traditional approaches to estimating the economic effectiveness of an advertising campaign, 
as mentioned before, are associated with calculating the revenue increment (decrement) attained 
on account of the campaign, and one of the most popular mathematical formulae used for such 
purposes is 
EE,=P,-E,, (1) 
where EE, is viewed as an index of the economic effectiveness of the campaign, Pa means addi- 
tional revenue secured on account of the campaign, whereas E, reflects expenditures associated 
with developing and conducting the campaign. There exist various modifications of this simple 
formula. 
Using simple arithmetic formulae of such a kind that enable one to calculate certain indices 
associated with the economic effectiveness of an advertising campaign reflects an approach to the 
estimation of the campaign that is natural to call “passive” as it is aimed only at comprehending 
results of the campaign that has already been implemented (in a good or bad manner). There is 
neither a way to better plan such a campaign, nor is there a way to affect its effectiveness, whereas 
the planning and a substantiated forecast of the campaign’s results are important in the process 
of designing, financing, and conducting the campaign. Moreover, such a “passive” approach does 
not, generally, enable one using the experience obtained in any advertising campaign to better 
conduct the campaigns to be run further on. 
Consider, for example, an advertising campaign of a service that was conducted on radio, TV, 
as well as by distributing printed advertising materials, in which expenditures for each type of the 
advertisements were $40,000, $100,000, and $20,000, respectively. Let us further assume that the 
advertised service was available at 200 centers offering services of certain kinds, and the additional 
revenue associated with the campaign was $800 at each center. Then using formula (l), we have 
EE, = $800 x 200 - $(40,000 +lOO,OOO+ 20,000) = $0. 
How should one evaluate the campaign? Was it good or bad? If it is considered bad (usually, 
it is implied that the good campaign should result in EE, > 0), can one do anything to improve 
the results expected from further advertising campaigns of the same service? Should one bear 
additional expenses associated with the campaign to improve the achieved result, or can the 
improvement be attained by redistributing the same financial resources among the employed 
kinds of advertisements, as well as within each or some of them (if, for instance, durations of 
each or some of TV and radio advertisements can vary, various TV channels and radio stations 
are available, printing materials can come in various forms, etc.)? What is the best result that 
can be attained if one spends, say, $160,000 (or another amount of money) for the campaign? 
There seem no reasonable answers to these questions in the framework of the “passive” approach 
as in calculating EE, according to formula (l), we operate with results of the accomplished 
campaign impact on the targeted population not taking into account quantitative regularities 
of such an impact that are attributed to each kind of the advertisements and could have been 
analyzed and used. Certainly, one can continue conducting such “blind” campaigns trying to 
attain the desirable result and collecting data for further statistical analysis. However, although 
such a way is quite widespread, it cannot be considered methodologically reasonable, as well as 
economically, as any such experiments are costly and may undermine the trust of the targeted 
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population in the advertising at all, or substantially reduce its interest in the subject of the 
advertising campaign. 
The “active” approach to estimating the effectiveness of an advertising campaign is oriented 
to employing quantitative regularities of affecting the targeted population by each kind of adver- 
tisements available in the framework of the campaign. The basic idea underlying this approach 
consists of considering the demand on the subject of an advertising campaign as a function of a 
number of factors determining the scheme of conducting the campaign such as durations of the 
advertisements on TV and radio, timing for addressing the advertisements, circulations of the 
printed advertising materials, etc. As the demand affects the revenue attained, in particular, on 
account of the advertising campaign, and the above-mentioned factors are associated (directly or 
indirectly) with the campaign expenditures, the additional revenue attributed to the campaign 
turns out to be a function of expenditures on each of the campaign elements. Then based on lim- 
its imposed on financing the campaign as a whole, and possibly, on each kind of advertisements 
used in the campaign, along with certain technological constraints associated with practical im- 
plementation of the campaign, one can formulate a problem of optimizing the use of financial 
resources for attaining the maximal demand on the subject of the campaign (or the revenue) that 
can be solved employing a powerful arsenal of optimization methods (see, for example, [l]) and 
software implementing these methods (see, for example, [2]). 
Although such an approach may seem fantastic from the viewpoint of the existing level of using 
mathematical methods in advertising, there exists a positive experience in employing it [3], along 
with that of employing optimization for planning certain elements of the campaign [4]. 
3. QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION 
OF THE EFFECTIVENESS 
OF AN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN 
In this section, we consider elementary arithmetic formulae (including formula (1)) for quan- 
titatively estimating the economic effectiveness of an advertising campaign that can be used 
in the framework of the “passive” approach and show that the interpretation of results of the 
corresponding estimation may lead to certain ambiguities. 
Let us consider another example of using formula (1) for calculating the economic effectiveness 
of an advertising campaign in the framework of the “passive” approach. A maritime company 
opened a new route (line) for which the expenditures associated with a certain advertising cam- 
paign, along with those for opening and operating the line, had been estimated at 40 and 60 mil- 
lion U.S. dollars (20 million of the latter had been associated with opening the line), respectively, 
whereas the expected revenue for a period of time, say, a year, had been estimated at 120 million 
U.S. dollars, and the revenue to be attained without conducting the advertising campaign had 
been estimated at 60 million U.S. dollars. In the course of operating the line for eight months, 
it became clear that the revenue for the year would not exceed 60 million U.S. dollars, and the 
company decided to conduct a new 40 million U.S. dollars advertising campaign that secured the 
revenue at the level of 140 million U.S. dollars in the next year. 
According to formula (l), the entire advertising campaign should be considered ineffective as 
EE, = Pa - E, = 0, where Pa = [(140 + 60) - (60 + SO)] million U.S. dollars = 80 million 
U.S. dollars, and E, = [40 + 401 million U.S. dollars = 80 millions ,of U.S. dollars. (Here, it is 
assumed that the company would have secured the same revenue in the second year as it did in the 
first year if it had not conducted the second advertising campaign.) However, this “ineffective” 
campaign enabled the company to recompense expenditures associated with opening the new line, 
which might have not been recompensed at all if the second campaign had not been conducted, 
although it did not allow the company to secure a profit on account of having operated the line 
for two years. This outcome should, nevertheless, be considered positive for the company from 
the economic view point. 
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Thus, the advertising campaign being “ineffective” in the sense of formula (1) has led to a 
positive economic effect for the company. It bears evidence that EE, calculated according to 
formula (1) gives rise to a certain ambiguity and cannot be uniquely interpreted; similar examples 
could be provided to be certain that the same hind of ambiguity arises when EE, < 0. Moreover, 
in using formula (1) for calculating the economic effectiveness of the campaign, it is difficult to 
differentiate the “advertising effect” itself associated with the increment of the revenue on account 
of conducting the advertising campaign from the effect associated with the level of providing the 
advertised goods and services (by the line in the example considered). 
It seems more reasonable to use ,another index, the specific profit of an advertising campaign, 
which can’ be calculated as 
SP=+, (2) 
a 
where Pa and Ea have the same meaning as in formula (l), although this formula is not free from 
the deficiencies attributed to formula (1). In particular, it also does not reflect the influence of 
the level of providing the advertised goods and services on the change (increment or decrement) 
of the demand on the goods and services. 
It may happen that the level of providing the advertised goods or services does not enable 
a consumer who wants to buy the goods and services under the influence of the advertising 
campaign to do so. (Here, however, it is assumed that the advertised goods and services possess 
an appropriate level of quality, and that the advertising campaign is fair, i.e., corresponds to the 
quality and merits of the advertised objects, which means that the intention to buy the goods and 
services arose under the influence of the campaign is not lost i”, the process of buying or using 
them.) In this case, one may consider the additional revenue Pa that could have been secured 
if any consumer whose desire to buy the advertised goods or services arose under the influence 
of the advertising campaign had had a chance to implement this desire and use a similar index 
determined by the ratio 
+. (3) 
a 
Comparing results of the use of formulae (2) and (3), one can come to a conclusion on the 
influence of the level of providing the advertised goods and services on the economic effectiveness 
of the advertising campaign. 
Practical use of formulae (2) and (3) implies conducting interrogations of the targeted popula- 
tion employing certain questionnaires that enable one to calculate the number of consumers who 
bought the advertised goods and services under the influence of the advertising campaign and 
that of consumers who came to the centers in which they could implement their desire to buy 
the advertised goods or services that had arisen under this influence. Methods of designing such 
questionnaires, along with certain methodologies of conducting the interrogations, are known; 
some of them are described, in particular, in [5]. 
To conclude this section, we notice that according to formulae (2) and (3), one should consider 
an advertising campaign damaging if SP < 0 or g < 0, useless if SP = 0 or c = 0, 
nonrepayable if 0 < SP < 1 or 0 < z < 1, effective and repayable if SP = 1 or ?% = 1, and 
effective and profitable if SP > 1 or c > 1. 
4. OPTIMAL PLANNING OF .AN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN 
We now proceed to the description of a scheme of applying the “active” approach to estimat- 
ing the economic effectiveness of an advertising campaign and will demonstrate both a certain 
complexity of designing corresponding regularities and practical applicability of the regularities. 
We start with a meaningful description of a process leading to buying goods and services, called 
further on products, by a person who gets information about them from advertising messages 
(materials) distributed in the framework of the campaign. 
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Let n be the number of kinds of advertisements which could be employed in principal in the 
framework of an advertising campaign conducted in a particular region. Then any person residing, 
working, or coming to the region can get information on an advertised product from one kind of 
the advertisements, from two kinds of the advertisements, three kinds of the advertisements, etc.; 
it may also happen that the person can get this information from all kinds of the advertisements 
available in the framework of the campaign. The total number of variants of the interaction 
of the person with available kinds of the advertisements (leading to receiving information on 
the products from the advertisements) equals 2n - 1, and each variant occurs with a certain 
probability. 
The person’s intention to buy the advertised product can appear on account of each of the 
above-mentioned variants also with a certain probability inherent in each variant. Further, the 
person who got information about the product and wants to buy the product will try to implement 
his (or her) intention to buy the product at one of the centers at which the product can be 
physically bought by visiting such a center in person, by using a credit card over the phone, by 
ordering via the Internet, etc. And once again, his (her) attempt to buy the product may end up 
successfully or vice versa if, for example, a chosen center is out of stock, if there is a long waiting 
line, etc., and each situation of such kinds may occur with a certain probability inherent in such 
a situation. (Here, the option of home delivery is considered as a service of a special center in 
which all the mentioned situations may occur.) 
These meaningful considerations enable one to get a general impression on the behaviour of a 
person interacting with advertising materials in the framework of an advertising campaign. To 
understand the behaviour of all the targeted population in the region, one should use probabilistic 
methods to estimate the mean value of people in the region who will buy the product under the 
advertising campaign influence, and this number represents an estimation of the demand on the 
advertised product, which, as mentioned in Section 2, can be viewed as a function of expenditures 
on each of the campaign elements. The result of optimizing this function under restrictions 
on the expenditures is further understood as an optimal plan of financing and managing the 
advertising campaign under consideration in the framework of the “active” approach to estimating 
the economic effectiveness of the campaign. 
One should mention that even under the “active” approach to estimating the economic ef- 
fectiveness of an advertising campaign, only an estimation of the effectiveness can be obtained 
from solving the planning problem as no mathematical model can describe all regularities of the 
influence of advertising materials on a person absolutely exactly. So as in all planning systems, 
elements of solutions to the optimal planning problem (components of the optimal plan) should 
be viewed by decision makers as preliminary ones to be further analyzed, possibly corrected, and 
adjusted in the course of the decision-making process of structuring the campaign. 
Implementing the “active” approach to optimal planning an advertising campaign includes five 
stages [6]. 
STAGE 1. FORMULATING AND VERIFYING BASIC ASSUMPTIONS ON REGULARITIES OF 
INTERACTION OF A PERSON WITH AND GETTING A PEFUON AFFECTED 
BY THE ADVERTISEMENTS. 
1. The planning problem is solved for a particular region (city, county, state, etc.), for a 
particular advertised product, for a particular period of time within which the campaign is 
conducted, and the product is expected to be bought. 
2. Interacting with a particular combination (variant) of kinds of the advertisements by each 
person in the region occurs at random and independently of that of the other people in the region, 
and the probability of such an interacting with a particular combination (variant) of kinds of the 
advertisements is the same for each person in the region. 
3. Each center at which the advertised product can be bought has enough volume of the product 
so that each person desiring to buy the product can, in principle, do it (however, a particular 
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situation at a particular center at a particular moment can affect the person’s desire to buy the 
product). 
4. Choosing a particular center for buying the product by a person in the region occurs at 
random, does not depend on the behaviour of the other people in the region, and does not 
depend on the center location and a manner in which the product is technically bought. The 
probability of choosing such a center is the same for each person in the region, and the probability 
of implementing the intention to buy the product at a particular center is also the same for each 
person in the region. 
5. The intention to buy the product by a person in the region under the influence of the 
advertising campaign is lost if the first attempt to buy the product ends up unsuccessfully. 
6. The longer the time of the interacting of a person in the region with the advertisements 
is, the larger, generally, is the probability of arising this person’s intention to buy the product 
under the influence of a particular combination (variant) of the advertisements, and for each kind 
of the advertisements, this probability increases as does the time of interacting with it within, 
generaliy, certain limits. 
Generally, it is natural to suppose that the larger the total volume of each kind of the advertise- 
ments is (durations of the audio and TV advertisements, ciuculations of printed advertisements, 
etc.), the longer is this time of interacting so that the probability increases as does the total 
volume of the advertisement kinds contained in this combination (variant), and this probability 
increases as does the total volume of each kind of the advertisements within certain limits. The 
latter means that each kind of the advertisements has a limited ability to affect a person in 
the region in the sense of probability of arising his (her) intention to buy the product so that 
for each kind of advertisements there exists a threshold, a certain total volume of this kind of 
advertisements (which is, generally, different for different kinds of advertisements), such that the 
probability of arising the persons intention to buy the product under the influence of this kind 
of advertisements does not increase as does the total volume of this kind of advertisements after 
passing the corresponding threshold. 
The regularity describing the dependence of the probability of arising the person’s intention 
to buy the product under the influence of advertisements of kind 3 on the total volume of adver- 
tisements of kind j is the same for each variant i in which advertisements of kind j are employed 
j E i&, i E 1, 2n - 1, and the threshold represents a very high total volume of advertisements 
for each j E 1,n. 
7. The origin of the intention of a person in the region to buy the product under the influence 
of any combination (variant) of kinds of the advertisements does not depend on a possibility to 
implement his (her) intention to buy the product at the centers at which the product is sold; 
however, the origin of such an intention is always followed by an attempt of the person to buy 
the product only as long as this person can afford buying it. 
8. The probability of arising intention of a person in the region to buy the product under 
the influence of a particular kind of the advertisements in a combination (variant) of kinds of 
the advertisements does not depend on arising such an intention under the influence of another 
kind of advertisements in this combination (variant) and is the same for each person who gets 
information on the advertised products from the advertisements. 
The presented assumptions seem natural although some of them may, nevertheless, not hold 
in certain practical situations and should be replaced with those better reflecting peculiarities of 
a particular situation under consideration once such peculiarities have become known. 
STAGE 2. FORMULATING ASSUMPTIONS ON THE PRESENCE OF INFORMATION 
NECESSARY FOR PREPARING INPUT DATA FOR THE PLANNING PROBLEM. 
1. The number of kinds of the advertisements, equal n, is known (TV, radio, printings, etc.). 
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2. Expenditure limits qi, i E l,n for each kind of the advertisements, as well as for the entire 
campaign q, are known (they may also be known for subsets of certain kinds of the set of kinds 
of the advertisements). 
3. There are k” centers serving the region at which the advertised product can be bought. 
4. There exist questionnaires (distributed and then collected in the course of experiments 
(advertising campaigns) conducted prior to the planning campaign) with information which can 
be used for establishing (restoring) regularities of the kind 
Pjm = cpjm(Xjm), 
where pjm is the probability of arising intention of a person in the region to buy the product 
under the influence of advertisements of kind j in conducting experiment m, j E 1, n, xjm is the 
total volume of advertisements of kind j in conducting experiment m, m E n otherwise, there 
exist corresponding experts who can assign such regularities. 
5. There exist questionnaires (distributed and then collected) which can be used for estimating 
probabilities of buying the product at first attempt by a person in the region at each center selling 
the product; otherwise, there exist corresponding experts who can assign such probabilities. 
6. There exist questionnaires (distributed and then collected) which can be used for estimating 
probabilities of the interacting of a person in the region with a particular combination (variant) 
of kinds of the advertisements; otherwise, there exist corresponding experts who can assign such 
probabilities. 
STAGE 3. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE OPTIMAL PLANNING PROBLEM. 
Let Ai be the event consisting of the interaction of a person in the region with combination 
(variant) i of kinds of advertisements, i E 1, 2n - 1; 
D/Ai be the event consisting of arising intention of a person in the region who interacted with 
the advertisements according to variant i, i E 1,2” - 1 to buy the advertised product; 
Bk be the event consisting of choosing center k, k E 1, k” for buying the product by a person 
in the region who wants to buy the product; 
C/Bk be the event consisting of buying the product by a person in the region who decided to 
buy it at center k, k E 1, k”; 
C/Ai be the event consisting of buying the product by a person in the region who interacted 
with the advertisements according to variant i, i E 1,2 n - 1 and can afford buying the product; 
C/B be the event consisting of implementing the intention to buy the product at one of the 
centers by a person in the region who wants to buy the product; 
C be the event consisting of buying the product by a person in the region who got information 
on the product from the advertisements and can afford buying the product; 
(D/Ai)j be the event consisting of arising intention of a person in the region who got infor- 
mation on the product from the advertisements and interacted with them according to variant i, 
- 
i E 1, 2n - 1, j E 1, n to buy the product on account of advertisements of kind j; 
G be an event which is the negation of the event Q; 
P(Q) be the probability of Q. 
1. The probability of buying the advertised product by a person in the region who got infor- 
mation on the product from the advertisements and can afford buying it is 
2=-l 
P(C) = c W,>P(CI4), 
i=l 
and according to Assumption 7 of Stage 1, 
P (C/Ad = P (D/Ad P (C/B), 
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so that 
?“-1 k0 
Then taking into account that 
P (D/Ai) = 1 - P (DIA”) 
and that according to Assumption 8 of Stage 1, 
P (Vi) = n P ((D/Ai)j) , 
jEHi 
where Hi is the set of kinds of the advertisements forming variant i, we have 
2”-1 k0 
P(C) = c c Wi) 1 - n P (Wdj) P(Bk) P (CIBk) . 
i=l kc1 jEHi 1 
2. Let further 
2’ be a random variable whose values are numbers of people in the region who got information 
on the product from the advertisements and decided to buy the product; 
q be the number of people in the region who are looking for, receptive to, and able to get infor- 
mation from the advertisements and afford buying the advertised product (targeted population). 
According to Assumption 2 of Stage 1, the probability of buying the product by t people in 
the region who got information on the product from the advertisements i  
P(T = t) = [P(C)]t[l - P(C)]“-%;, 
where C: stands for the binomial coefficient (‘I) ( a number of combinations of r] distinct things 
taken t at a time without repetition). 
3. The expectation (mean value) of the number of people in the region among the targeted 
population who will buy the product is 
M(T) = e[P(C)]yl - P(C)yC;t. 
t=1 
4. According to Assumption 6 of Stage 1, P((D/Ai)j) 5 1 and is a monotone, nondecreasing 
function of xj and constant for Zj 1 Zj, where Zj is the corresponding threshold. Let $j(zj) be - 
such a function for j E 1, n. Then 
P ((DIAi)j) = tij (xj) 
and 
P ((D/&)j) = 1- $j (zj> * 
5. Denoting & = P(Ai), ok = P(Bk), q’k = P(C/B ) le an considering them as constants that d 
do not depend on xj, j E G, we have 
M(T) = f(Xl,X2, * * * ,GJ 
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6. Constraints of the balance kind are usually imposed on the variables xj, 
and such constraints may also be imposed on certain subsets of the set of variables zi, j E 1, n, 
consisting of more than one variable. 
Let fl be the set of feasible solutions to these systems of linear inequalities. Then the optimal 
planning problem under consideration can be written in the form 
f(Zl,ZZ,.. .,GJ -+ max . 
(21JZ,...,Gz)E~ 
(4 
Further, let z* = (x;,x~, . . . , xt) be an optimal solution to problem (4), and 7 be the revenue 
associated with selling a unit of the product. Then assuming that each person in the region will 
buy not more than one unit of the product not more than one time within the considered period 
of time, the maximal revenue (in the considered probabilistic sense), i.e., the maximum of the 
expectation of the revenue value that can be attained on account of the advertising campaign 
within existing financial limits, equals w = ~f(zT, s$, . . . , cc:) so that the expected specific profit 
of the advertising campaign can be calculated as 
w-WQ 
SP=- 
4 ) 
where w” is the estimation of the revenue to be attained without conducting the campaign. 
STAGE 4. PREPARING INPUT DATA FOR SOLVING THE OPTIMAL PLANNING PROBLEM. 
- 
1. Coefficients ci, j E 1, n are known numbers (prices for a unit of volume for an advertisement 
of kind j, j E fi ). 
2. Limits qi, j E 1, n of the expenditures associated with advertisements of kind j, as well as 
the limit q of the total expenditure, are assigned numbers. 
3. Coefficients &, f&, Tk are either assigned by the experts or estimated based on questionnaires 
according to a common scheme. For instance, if p is the number of collected questionnaires, and ci 
is the number of those in which variant i of using kinds of the advertisements has been indicated, 
then the estimation 5 for the coefficient & is 6 = 8/p, i E 1, 2n - 1. 
- 
4. Parameters determining the regularities $i(zi), j E 1, n are either assigned by the experts 
or calculated using the standard scheme of the method of least squares [7] for pairs of numbers 
- 
(vi(zjm),zj,), m E q, j E l,n, where zim is the total volume of advertisements of kind j 
in experiment m, pi(xjcjm) is the fraction of the targeted population in the region who used 
advertisements of kind j and for whom the intention to buy the product arose under the influence 
of an advertisement of kind j in the course of conducting experiment m, m E n, and 1 is the 
number of the exercised experiments. 
STAGE 5. CHOOSING ORDEVELOPING A METHOD 
FOR SOLVING THE OPTIMAL PLANNING PROBLEM. 
Problem (4) is a nonlinear programming one, and various general nonlinear programming 
methods can be employed for solving this problem [l]. It is also obvious that a particular type of 
- 
the functions $i(zi), j E 1, n may allow one to develop optimization methods oriented to solving 
specific classes of optimization problems corresponding to particular types of $i(xi), j E l,n 
that are usually more effective than the general methods. 
For instance, in 
segment 2 E [O,Zj] 
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situations arising in practice, these functions can be approximated on the 
by the functions ojzp, where aj > 0, and pj > 0 SO that 
P((D/A~)~) = c&, 
P ((D/AI),-) = 1 - oj$, 
for x E [0, sj] and are constants for zj > ?i?j, where according to Assumption 6 of Stage 1, it is 
assumed that Z?j > q/cj, j E G, 
M(T) = f (Zl, 52,. . . 7 4 
and denoting 
(6) 
*.=1-c&? 
3 f 3 ’ j E lrn, 
II Zj = Ui, iE1,2”-1, 
jEH< 
l-ui=?Ii, iE1,2n-l, 
2”-1 
c 
&Vi -w = 0, 
i=l 
k” 
c ekyk = 6’7 
k=l 
I-pw=s, 
one can rewrite problem (4) in a more compact form, 
Cl21 + . . . + G&x I 9, 
CjXj I9j, jEiyYi, 
*. +cr.$ = 1, 
- 
3 3 3 j E L? 
rI 
Zj = Ui, ic1,2n-1, 
jEHi 
1 - Ui = Vi iE 1,2n-1, 
2n-1 
c &Vi = w, 
i=l 
s+pw=l, 
9 
c ptwts@tC; +msx. 
t=1 
This problem possesses a specific feature (all its constraints and the goal function are rep- 
resented by posinomials) that can be used in developing effective optimization methods for its 
solving. Some other (geometric) features of the problem’s goal function can also be used in 
developing optimization methods that are based on ideas not associated with the posinomial 
structure of the problem. However, a detailed discussion of optimization methods that solve par- 
ticular cases of problem (4) more effectively than general nonlinear programming ones (which, in 
principle, solve this problem in the general case) lies beyond the scope of the present article. 
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5. SOME REMARKS ON ORGANIZATIONAL 
ASPECTS OF USING THE ,“ACTIVE” APPROACH 
TO PLANNING AN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN 
1. Although the quality of advertising materials is a crucial factor in the campaign effectiveness, 
we do not consider a manner of composing or depicting these materials and give an approach 
to managing and financing the campaign which is baaed on already developed (good or bad) 
advertising materials. We also believe that the most reasonable and attractive structure of 
the advertising materials should be chosen at the first stage of the campaign before exposing 
the materials to the targeted population taking into account the state-of-the-art in developing 
advertising materials, frontiers of science in the field, results of sociological analysis, etc. 
However, the proposed approach allows one, in principle, indirectly estimating the effective- 
ness of particular advertising materials. To this end, one should introduce additional vari- 
ables IC~+I,.  . ,x,+,, where r is the number of those kinds of the materials that are subject 
to the estimation, and assuming that the necessary data for restoring regularities of the kind 
Pjm = ‘pj&j77Z), j = n+ 1,. * * , n + T, m E g is available, or the regularities are assigned by the 
experts, form a new system of constraints for variables ~1,. . . , zn, zn+l, . . . , xn+,. and maximize 
the new function 
f(Z1,...,2n,2,+1,..,2,+,) --+ max 
(r*,...,Z,L+V)Efi 
in the problem of kind (4) in which both Tand 6 are determined taking into account the additional 
constraints and variables. If by solving this new problem, which is also a nonlinear programming 
problem, one finds CC,+, = 0 for some cr, 1 5 CJ 5 T, it will mean that corresponding kinds of the 
advertising materials are less effective than the others from the view point of attracting targeted 
population to buying the advertised product [6]. 
2. It seems impossible to come up with a unified recipe for formulating all problems associated 
with planning an advertising campaign, even those pertaining to financing the campaign, by 
virtue of a variety of particular conditions under which such problems are stated and solved. 
If, nevertheless, such formulations were possible, they would inevitably be so general that their 
use would constitute considerable difficulties for researchers engaged in solving these problems. 
From our experience, it seems that developing particular models for mathematical formulations 
of problems in the field always turns out to be both simpler and more effective. However, certain 
frames of using the “active” approach for planning an advertising campaign presented in this 
article give the reader an impression of general principles on which the “active” approach is baaed 
and conducted at all stages starting from statements of the problems to be solved and ending 
with mathematical models and choosing or developing methods for solving problems formulated 
on the ground of these models. 
3. There are two groups of specialists to be potentially involved in planning an advertising 
campaign with the use of mathematical models and methods in the framework of the “active” 
approach: specialists in advertising itself and those in applied mathematics, for instance, in 
operations research. Although planning an advertising campaign can only benefit from their 
close cooperation, it is expedient to distinguish their roles and responsibilities in the process of 
working on the campaign plan. 
Advertising specialists usually formulate their views on what factors should be taken into 
account in the process of planning and what kind of results (at a certain meaningful level) they 
expect from solving the planning problem; these views are presented to a researcher involved in 
solving the problem. Once the problem has been modelized by the researcher, he (she) addresses 
the requirements to data to be provided in order to comply with the presented views of the 
advertising specialists, along with a manner of collecting the data. It may happen that at this 
stage, a manager in charge of the campaign planning finds the requested information too expensive 
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to collect; such a situation may lead either to inviting corresponding experts whom the manager 
trusts to in order to substitute the necessary data or a part of it by experts’ information or 
to holding a number of consultations among the advertising specialists, the researcher, and the 
manager. In the latter case, as a result of the consultations, all the parties agree on what the 
specialists should and what they should not expect from solving the planning problem based on 
information that can be provided within the existing financial limits. (In the considered model, 
such data include ~1,. . . , qn, q, cl , . . . , c,, along with data necessary for estimating &, Ok, yk and 
calculating CX~, $, j E l,n, k E 1, k”.) 
Narrowing the volume and the list of data to be provided according to the researcher’s require- 
ments may lead to changing the model to be used for solving the planning problem and affect 
the quality of the solution. However, although the quality of the solution within the information 
available greatly depends on an approach to modeling chosen by the researcher, one should clearly 
understand that the less information is available to the researcher, the worse (generally) may be- 
come the expected solution to the problem. It is also important to understand that expectations 
of the advertising specialists should be brought into step with the potential of the tools available 
for solving the planning problem, and that the clearer their meaningful understanding of the 
problem is, the more room for maneuvers the researcher has in terms of choosing an approach to 
modeling the planning problem. 
If all the necessary data or any part of it is substituted with that provided by the experts, 
one should remember that although such information is better than nothing, in this situation, 
the results of the campaign planning will substantially depend on the experts. At the same 
time, the involvement of several experts in providing estimates of parameters of the planning 
problem constitutes grounds for further analyzing the estimates under consideration using the 
expert estimates technique ideas of which are described, in particular, in [l]. 
4. Collecting and processing the necessary data is usually a tedious procedure and requires 
certain intellectual, organizational, and financial efforts. In the considered variant of the “active” 
approach, a few questionnaires are to be distributed and then collected: those for restoring regu- 
larities of the type pj, = vjm (x. ) 
- 
jm , j E 1, n, m E 0, those for estimating probabilities of buying 
the product at first attempt at each center selling the advertised product; and those for estimat- 
ing probabilities of choosing a particular combination (variant) of kinds of the advertisements 
by a targeted consumer in the region. Examples of such questionnaires can be easily designed 
(an example of one of such questionnaires is presented, in particular, in [5], along with certain 
methodological recommendations on conducting the process of their distributing and collecting 
the data). As for processing information for estimating the probabilities, methods of mathemat- 
ical statistics, in particular, those for estimating the probabilities based on frequencies obtained 
by processing small samples are applied; here, the confidence intervals are to be calculated to 
conclude whether the corresponding estimates are reliable [?I. 
5. In formulating assumptions of Stage 1, we did not consider the order of using kinds of the 
advertisements within variant i which, generally, can change the probability of arising intention 
to buy the product under the influence of each of kinds of the advertisements that form variant i 
because of certain cumulative effects of the information perception. Although such a possibility 
cannot be ruled out, its justification should be based on certain research results which we are not 
aware of. It is obvious that if this is the case, the proposed model cannot be used first of all by 
virtue of the necessity to consider the events (D/Ai)j, and (D/Ai)j,, jl, jz E 1,n as dependent 
ones and analyze a substantially larger number of the variants. 
It may also happen that although the events (D/Ai)j, and (D/Ai)j, are considered indepen- 
dent, and the regularities describing probabilities of each of these events as functions of the kind 
Gj (Zj), j E l,n have the same structure, parameters determining $~j (zj), j E l,n can be different 
for different i. However, one can be certain that the transition from the parameters determining 
l(lj(zj) for each j E 1, n to those reflecting the mentioned differences in values of these parameters 
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for different i may not substantially change the features of the goal function of problem (4). For 
instance, coefficients oj, @j can be different for different i so that 
P ((D/Ai)j) = a+,“, 
- 
i E 1,2n - 1, but using CY~,$, j E G; i E 1,2n - 1 instead of oj,Pj, j E 1,n does not change 
the principal features of the goal function of problem (4) (although it makes it more complicated 
and less accessible for the perception) and allows one employing the same approaches to choosing 
or developing methods for solving this problem. 
Assumption 6 of Stage 1 is a key one to designing an advertising campaign optimal planning 
model. However, while considering the probability of arising intention of a representative of the 
targeted population to buy the advertised product under the influence of a particular combination 
of kinds of the advertisements as a nondecreasing function of time of the interaction of the 
representative with each kind of advertisements from this combination seems quite natural, a 
supposition on the existence of the same kind of regularities binding the probabilities and the 
total volume of kinds of the advertisements requires certain explanations. 
Although for a person in the region, the occurence of interacting with any combination (vari- 
ant) of kinds of advertisements may not depend on the total volume of the advertisements, for 
a representative of the targeted population, who are taken into consideration in the course of 
modeling the planning problem, this dependence, seemingly, takes place. Indeed, if such a rep- 
resentative watches TV, the larger the total volume of the TV advertisements is, the longer is 
(generally) the time when his (her) attention can be caught by the advertisements, and conse- 
quently, the more is the probability of arising his (her) intention to buy the advertised product 
under the influence of these TV advertisements. Analogously, the larger the total volume of 
printed advertising materials of various kinds distributed in the region (by mail, via newspapers, 
on the advertising boards and stands, etc.) is, the more is the probability under consideration. 
Intuitively, it seems, apparently, reasonable to admit that the probability of arising intention 
to buy the advertised product under the influence of the advertisements grows faster for audio 
and TV advertisements than for printed advertisements as the total volume of the advertisements 
grows because, in particular, an interaction of a person in a region with TV and radio usually 
happens more often than that with the printed advertisements. However, the opposite situation 
may also be present. In any case, the thresholds Zj 2 q/cj, j E l,n should be chosen in a manner 
in which they properly reflect the existing scale and tendencies of the information perception 
from kinds of the advertisements by a representative of the targeted population. 
Among all assumptions of Stage 1, Assumption 4 may seem less natural than the others as most 
of the time, people tend to buy the advertised products at the centers located close to their places 
of work or to those of residence. However, one can divide the whole targeted populstion into 
disjoint groups within each of which Assumption 4 of Stage 1 holds so that each group turns out 
to be linked with a certain subset of the set of the centers (one of the groups may, nevertheless, 
be considered linked with all the centers), and a particular center from this subset is chosen by a 
person from such a group at random and independently of the center’s location and of a manner 
in which the product is technically bought; then problem (4) can be formulated and solved for 
each of such groups separately. 
Although the procedure of dividing the targeted population into the groups seems quite easy, 
its practical implementation should be based on certain sociological studies and done with the 
participation of experts in the field. 
Two more assumptions from Stage 1 that may also not seem as natural as the others are 
associated with considering the probability of arising intention to buy the product under the 
influence of a particular kind of advertisement the same for any representative of the targeted 
population (Assumption 8) and the probability of interacting with a particular combination 
(variant) of kinds of the advertisements the same for such a representative (Assumption 2). If 
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each of these assumptions holds only within certain groups of the targeted population possessing 
the same quality (or qualities) such as, for instance, age, occupation, marital status, etc., in each 
case, one can in principle divide (as in the case of Assumption 4) the targeted population into 
disjoint groups (not necessarily coinciding with those employed to comply with Assumption 4) 
and then formulate problem (4) for each group separately; the expediency of considering such 
groups should be estimated by corresponding experts taking into account appropriate sociological 
studies. 
6. In describing both the “active” and “passive” approaches to estimating the economic effec- 
tiveness of an advertising campaign, the specific profit of the campaign SP was used as one of 
the most reasonable and clear for understanding indices reflecting such an effectiveness. 
The obvious difference in using the index in both cases is associated with a manner employed 
for calculating the revenue attained as a result of the campaign: under the “passive” approach, 
this revenue is calculated according to the financial results of the already conducted campaign, 
whereas under the “active” approach, this revenue is the expected one to be attained in the 
campaign to be conducted according to the optimal plan obtained by solving problem (4). 
Certainly, some other indices such as, for instance, return on investment can be employed for 
estimating the economic effectiveness of an advertising campaign; the difference in their use in 
the framework of the “active” and “passive” approaches to estimating the economic effectiveness 
of the campaign is also associated with that of calculating the revenue in the same manner as it 
was described for SP. 
7. In solving problem (4), it may happen that the SP value turns out to be unacceptable for 
certain reasons, which means that the desired value of f(zi, . , . , 2,) in (4) is not attained under 
the existing restrictions on financial limits qi, i E 1, n, q, as well as under the existing regularities 
binding P( (D/Ai)j) and zj, j E G. 
It is obvious that the proposed model allows one to solve problem (4) under various cam, &, 
j E 1, n when they are based on the experts’ estimates rather than only on statistical analysis 
of the data available. However, one of the most important issues in planning an advertising 
campaign is associated with finding whether #, a desirable value of f(zi, . . . , z,), can be attained 
in principle, and if yes, what is the total expenditure necessary to this end, and how it should be 
split among n kinds of the advertisements. 
It is easy to see that under Assumption 6 of Stage 1, the global maximum of the function 
f(Xl,. ", X,) is attained at each point of the set {z E RT : x:j 2 2j, j E 1, n}, which means that 
any attainable rd should satisfy the inequality 
7rd I f(Zi, 22,. . . , q. 
For such an attainable nd, the system of constraints formed by 
17 
(6) and 
c ptwwttc; = lTd, O<Xj <2jj, 
t=1 
is compatible so that the problem of minimizing the function 
n 
c CjXj --+ mm 
j=l 
jEl,n (7) 
(8) 
under the system of constraints (6),( 7) is solvable, and its solution determines the minimal total 
expenditure, along with the distribution of this expenditure among all kinds of the advertisements, 
that secures the attainability of rd. (To verify if system (6),(7) is compatible for a particluar rITd 
and to “correct” rd (in a certain sense) if system (6),(7) is not compatible, one can use ideas 
presented in [8] in order to formulate the corresponding problems in a form similar to that of 
problem (4) .) 
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Ifu=7f(&,5&,.*., 5&) is an unacceptable value of the revenue, the question of the expediency 
of using particular kinds of advertisements in the campaign can be raised, and the expediency 
of redesigning all or a part of the advertisements, along with changing a manner in which they 
are delivered (such as, for instance, timing of TV and radio messages), should be analyzed. 
Such an analysis should be baaed on the experts’ estimates of the thresholds 5, j E l,n for 
new advertisements, regularities describing the influence of these new advertisements on arising 
intention of a person to buy the advertised product, and new manners of employing the existing 
advertisements after which the attainability of this unacceptable value or a new desirable value 
of the revenue can be estimated. 
8. One should also bear in mind that some of xj, j E l,n may have the discrete nature 
(such as, for instance, circulations of advertising printing materials) although this fact has not 
been reflected in formulating problem (4). Here, the traditional approach of the transition to 
continuous variables whose values are large numbers, and then rounding-off the variable values 
once a solution to problem (4) has been obtained, which is quite widespread in solving certain 
large scale problems of mathematical programming associated with planning and management, 
should be used in solving problem (4). 
9. In calculating w, the maximal revenue value that can be attained on account of the advertising 
campaign conducted within existing financial limits, the rounding-off procedure may also be 
applied to the value of M(T), the expectation of the number of people in the region among 
the targeted population who will buy the product under the influence of the campaign, which 
coincides with the value of the goal function of problem (4). 
10. Throughout the article, it was assumed that +$(zj), j E 1, n are continuous functions, 
and that 0 < P(C) < 1; these assumptions allow one to avoid trivial but tedious considerations 
preserving, at the same time, a reasonable level of the model generality. 
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